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REUSABLE BAG – QUESTIONS & ANSWERS  

RELEASED IN RESPONSE TO CIF REQUEST FOR TENDER (RFT):  

SUPPLY & DELIVERY OF REUSABLE BAGS FOR MUNICIPAL & FIRST NATION PURCHASERS  

RFT Issued: Wednesday, February 3, 2016  

Q&A Responses Issued: Friday February 12, 2016 

 
 
Question 1: Part C - Table C-2 shows 6 municipalities for requiring a submitted price to supply and deliver reusable bags. 
However on page 8 of the main document (section A-6), table A-1 shows 12 different municipalities, one with an order of 
200 pieces and one with 1000. Would these be part of the small order program? Please note our minimum order for 
custom printed bags is 3000pcs. 
 
Answer 1:  Yes, for the municipalities listed in Table A-1 of the RFT document below the 3,000 minimum bag limit, CIF 
has planned for them to be included through the next order call for the CIF Small Order Program. 
 
Question 2:  You mentioned we need to provide freight quotes in the bid - is this for table C-2? Or is this for all the 
regions mentioned in Table A-1? 
 
Answer 2:  The freight quotes required with the bid submission are to substantiate only the freight costs for those 
municipalities listed in Table C-2.  As mentioned in question 1, the freight costs for the anticipated orders noted in Table 
A-1 will be requested when the CIF Small Order Program order call is made. 
 
Question 3: In what form do you require the freight quotes? Are they just to be inputted into the table C-2? 
 
Answer 3:  The freight quotes must be entered into Table C-2 Column G “Freight” for each municipality listed.  In 
addition, vendors must also provide an actual quote from a shipping company which will be used to verify the amounts 
stated by bidders in Column G of Table C-2. 
 
Question 4: (We are) concerned about providing a 5-year warranty when we have no guarantee that the customer will 
not be using the bags to carry extremely heavy items or abusing the bags. We can provide a warranty that the bags are 
free from manufacturing defects - is that sufficient?   
 
Answer 4:  The 5-year warranty noted in General Condition 14 and Specification 8.1 are intended to protect the 
purchaser against manufacturing defects when the bags are used as intended. Note the following excerpt from General 
Condition 14 “… the Successful Bidder will at any time within five (5) years of delivery thereof, and at their expense 
replace any goods which are or become defective as a result of faulty or inefficient manufacture, materials or 
workmanship.”  If the reusable bags were used for a purpose other than the storage and transfer of Blue Box recyclables, 
it would be reasonable for the successful vendor to not warranty a product.  
 
Question 5: Part C - C-4 - subsection C-4a: Plate charge for printing a different image on the second side of the bag. If this 
is the same cost as printing the same image on both sides (for example $600), do we put $600 in the space C4a? Or 
would that be considered an additional charge to the same image/2 sides plate fee (total of $1200)? 
 
Answer 5:  Form of Tender Section C-4a, requests vendors’ state a price for the ‘plate charge’ required to print separate 
images on both the front and back sides of the bag.  If this requires two (2) plates, then intuitively the plate charge stated 
in Section C-4a would be double that entered into Section C-2b where only a single plate charge, to be used for both the 
front and back sides of the bag, is to be stated.  
 
Generally, when vendors are stating the plate charge in Section C-4a, they should be aiming to answer the question “if a 
Municipality or First Nation were ordering a reusable bag that would feature different images printed on the front and 
back sides of the bag, what would the plate charge cost?” 


